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ABSTRACT
In this paper we apply a Bayesian technique to determine the best fit of stellar evolution models
to find the main sequence turn off age and other cluster parameters of four intermediate-age open
clusters: NGC 2360, NGC 2477, NGC 2660, and NGC 3960. Our algorithm utilizes a Markov chain
Monte Carlo technique to fit these various parameters, objectively finding the best-fit isochrone for
each cluster. The result is a high-precision isochrone fit. We compare these results with the those of
traditional “by-eye” isochrone fitting methods. By applying this Bayesian technique to NGC 2360,
NGC 2477, NGC 2660, and NGC 3960, we determine the ages of these clusters to be 1.35 ± 0.05,
1.02 ± 0.02, 1.64 ± 0.04, and 0.860 ± 0.04 Gyr, respectively. The results of this paper continue our
effort to determine cluster ages to higher precision than that offered by these traditional methods of
isochrone fitting.
Subject headings: open clusters and associations: general; open clusters and associations: individual
(NGC 2360, NGC 2477, NGC 2660, NGC 3960)
1. INTRODUCTION
Star clusters have long been important tools for study-
ing stellar evolution, specifically because they play the
pivotal role in determining the ages of stars. The most
commonly used method for measuring the age of an open
star cluster involves fitting an isochrone to the cluster’s
observed color-magnitude diagram (CMD), specifically
to the cluster’s main sequence turn off (MSTO). Generat-
ing and fitting isochrones to a cluster CMD to determine
its age also requires knowledge of the cluster’s metallic-
ity, distance, and reddening. Oftentimes, finding a best
fit of these three parameters (plus age) is a subjective
process, as some of these parameters are correlated with
each other. This difficulty is reflected in isochrones that
appear to fit the CMD equally well with various combi-
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nations of cluster parameters (see, for example, Figure
2 of VandenBerg & Stetson 2004). Moreover, the fit of
the MSTO can be challenging and isochrones may give
inconsistent results in different filters, even when using
the same cluster parameters (see, for example, Figure 10
of Sarajedini et al. 1999).
An independent method to measure the age of a clus-
ter involves using the cluster white dwarfs (WDs). Be-
cause a WD’s luminosity is directly related to its cooling
time (Mestel 1952; Winget et al. 1987), this information,
along with WD masses and atmospheric types, provide
the WD cooling age and ultimately the cluster age. Mea-
suring and comparing the MSTO age and the WD age of
a cluster is currently the best means to test and calibrate
both methods and their underlying theory.
We seek a more objective way to fit isochrones to clus-
ter CMDs to more precisely determine ages from both
the MSTO and the cluster WDs. High-precision ages will
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allow for more meaningful comparison and calibrations
between the two methods. To this end, our group has
developed and successfully implemented a robust tech-
nique that utilizes Bayesian statistical methods. The
Bayesian method determines the posterior distribution
of model parameters, resulting in something akin to a
best fit. In this paper, we determine the age and clus-
ter parameters of metallicity, distance, and reddening
for four intermediate-age (∼1 Gyr) open clusters: NGC
2360, NGC 2477, NGC 2660, and NGC 3960.
Our motivation in choosing these clusters is primarily
related to testing WD models. Clusters in this age range
are sensitive to crystallization and phase separation of
carbon and oxygen in WDs. Our group has obtained
deep observations of these clusters with the Hubble Space
Telescope, and we will analyze the WD sequences in these
clusters in a future companion paper. In this paper we
focus on new photometric ground-based data we have
obtained for the purpose of measuring the MSTO age
and improving cluster parameters for these four clusters.
We have organized this paper as follows: we discuss the
clusters and the observations in Section 2, including ob-
served CMDs for the complete field around each cluster;
in Section 3 we determine the MSTO age for each cluster
using traditional methods of fitting isochrones, largely by
eye; in Section 4 we describe the Bayesian technique and
how it is applied to each cluster (including the necessary
prior distributions on several parameters); we discuss the
results in Section 5; and we end with concluding remarks
in Section 6.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND PHOTOMETRY
The four clusters in this study (NGC 2360, NGC 2477,
NGC 2660, and NGC 3960) have long histories of prior
observations. We summarize some of the previous de-
terminations of these clusters’ parameters in Tables 1 –
4. For consistency, values of distance and reddening are
reported in the Tables as (m−M)V and AV , regardless
of how they are reported in the original source. If the
original source reported E(B − V ), we converted this to
AV using the relationship
AV = 3.1 E(B − V ). (1)
Similarly, when a literature source reports unreddened
distance modulus (m −M)0, we converted it to the ap-
parent distance modulus using the standard definition:
(m−M)V = (m−M)0 +AV . (2)
For this study we obtained new observations of each
of these clusters. In this section, we describe the ob-
servations, data reduction, and the process of obtaining
photometry.
2.1. Observations
We observed these four clusters using the Y4KCam
CCD on the 1.0m telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-
American Observatory; this telescope is operated by
the Small and Moderate Research Telescope System
(SMARTS) consortium.1 The Y4KCam CCD has a 4064
× 4064 chip with a plate scale of 0.298 arcseconds per
1 http://www.astro.yale.edu/smarts/
TABLE 1
Cluster parameters from the literature for NGC 2360
Age (Gyr) (m −M)V AV [Fe/H] Reference
0.80 – – – 1
0.85 – – −0.14 2
1.00 10.40 0.28 – 3
1.15 10.40 0.22 +0.07 4
1.40 10.45 0.22 – 5
1.80 10.09 0.19 – 6
1.90 10.70 0.28 −0.28 7
2.20 10.50 0.25 +0.07 8
– 10.35 0.28 −0.15 9
– 10.56 0.28 −0.26 10
– – – −0.16 11
– – – −0.07 12
References. (1) Patenaude 1978; (2) Salaris et al. 2004; (3)
Meynet et al. 1993; (4) Hamdani, et al. 2000; (5) Mazzei & Pigatto
1988; (6) Gunes, Karatas, & Bonatto 2012; (7) Friel & Janes 1993;
(8) Mermilliod &Mayor, 1990; (9) Twarog, et al. 1997; (10) Friel et
al. 2002; (11) Claria et al. 2008; (12) Reddy, Giridhar, & Lambert
2012
TABLE 2
Cluster parameters from the literature for NGC 2477
Age (Gyr) (m −M)V A
a
V [Fe/H] Reference
1.0 11.43 0.93 – 1
1.0 11.45 0.713 0.00 2
1.0 – – – 3
1.04b 11.4 0.60 −0.1 4
1.0 – – −0.14 5
1.3 11.60 0.93 −0.05 6
1.5 11.48 0.868 – 7
Notes.
aAverage value.
bWhite dwarf age
References. (1) Kassis et al. 1997; (2) Salaris et al. 2004; (3)
von Hippel, Gilmore, & Jones 1995; (4) Jeffery et al. 2011; (5)
Eigenbrod et al. 2004; (6) Friel & Janes 1993; (7) Hartwick, et al.
1972.
TABLE 3
Cluster parameters from the literature for NGC 2660
Age (Gyr) (m−M)V AV [Fe/H] Reference
0.73 – – −0.55 1
0.95 – 1.33 +0.04 2
1.0 13.44 1.24 0.00 3
1.0 13.44 1.24 +0.02 4
1.1 13.94 1.24 – 5
1.2 13.48 1.18 +0.103a 6
1.7 – 1.15 −1.05 7
Note. aThe paper cited reports NGC 2660 as having the metal-
licity of the Hyades. The value in the table is the metallicity of the
Hyades from Taylor & Joner 2005.
References. (1) Salaris et al. 2004; (2) Bragaglia et al. 2008; (3)
Sandrelli et al. 1999; (4) Sestito et al. 2006; (5) Mazzei & Pigatto
1988; (6) Hartwick & Hesser 1973; (7) Geisler, Claria, & Minniti
1992.
pixel, giving it a field of view (FOV) of 20’× 20’, ideal for
cluster observations. The data discussed here were taken
over the course of three nights, in standard BV I filters.
We present a log of observations in Table 5. In addition
to cluster observations, we observed Landolt (1992) stan-
dard stars to transform the data to the standard system.
We reduced the raw data frames (including bias cor-
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TABLE 4
Cluster parameters from the literature for NGC 3960
Age (Gyr) (m−M)V AV [Fe/H] Reference
0.6 – – – 1
0.625a 12.0 0.899 −0.30 2
0.9 11.6 0.899b −0.12 3
0.9–1.4 12.25 0.899c – 4
1.1 11.60 0.403 – 5
1.0 12.0 0.899 −0.34 6
1.0 11.60 0.899 +0.04 7
– 12.15 0.961 −0.17 8
– – – −0.04 9
References. (1) Carraro et al. 1998; (2) Janes 1981; (3) Bra-
gaglia, et al. 2006; (4) Prisinzano et al. 2004; (5) Bonatto & Bica
2006; (6) Friel & Janes 1993; (7) Sestito, et al. 2006; (8) Twarog
et al. 1997; (9) Heiter et al. 2014; aThe paper cited reports NGC
3960 as having the age of the Hyades. The value in the table is the
age of the Hyades from Perryman et al. (1998). bAverage value;
cValue in the cluster center.
TABLE 5
Log of observations
Exposure No. of
Cluster Date (UT) Filters Time (s) Exposures
NGC 2360 2007 Apr 27 BV I 10/10/10 3
′′ BV I 120/60/50 3
′′ BV I 600/300/400 3
NGC 2477 2007 Apr 26 BV I 10/10/10 3
′′ BV I 120/60/50 3
′′ BV I 600/300/400 3
NGC 2660 2007 Apr 25 BV I 120/60/50 3
NGC 3960 2007 Apr 27 BV I 10/10/10 3
′′ BV I 120/60/50 3
′′ BV I 600/300/400 3
rection and flat-fielding, etc.) using a pipeline2 devel-
oped and kindly provided by Phillip Massey, which runs
in IRAF.3 We note that during our run, the northwest
quadrant of the CCD was non-functioning, so the actual
FOV available was 75% its usual value. The reduction
script assumes four working quadrants, and though only
three were functioning during our run, we still executed
the script as normal, treating the dead quadrant as if it
were functioning, then disregarding it in the end. This
did not affect the reductions of the other quadrants.
2.2. Photometry of Cluster Images
For all cluster images, source finding on the individual,
science-ready images was done using the source finding
routine SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). We mea-
sured instrumental magnitudes by utilizing aperture pho-
tometry routines in the IRAF APPHOT package. To
transform instrumental magnitudes to the standard sys-
tem, we applied the following transformation equations:
b = B + b0 + b1X + b2(B − V ) (3)
v = V + v0 + v1X + v2(B − V ) (4)
2 http://www.lowell.edu/users/massey/obins/y4kcamred.html
3 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Ob-
servatories, which are operated by the Association of Universities
for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.
TABLE 6
Transformation Equation Coefficients
2007 Apr 25 2007 Apr 26 2007 Apr 27
b0 −22.871 ± 0.040 −22.731 ± 0.051 −22.774 ± 0.115
b1 0.547 ± 0.023 0.409 ± 0.029 0.486 ± 0.087
b2 0.091 ± 0.020 0.107 ± 0.024 0.096 ± 0.025
v0 −22.934 ± 0.042 −22.978 ± 0.024 −22.984 ± 0.084
v1 0.292 ± 0.024 0.267 ± 0.014 0.348 ± 0.064
v2 −0.086 ± 0.019 −0.066 ± 0.010 −0.098 ± 0.020
i0 −22.048 ± 0.043 −21.882 ± 0.042 −22.168 ± 0.071
i1 0.170 ± 0.027 0.032 ± 0.025 0.245 ± 0.053
i2 −0.050 ± 0.017 −0.052 ± 0.015 −0.036 ± 0.012
i = I + i0 + i1X + i2(V − I). (5)
Variables in these equations are defined in the stan-
dard way: small letters are used to represent instrumen-
tal magnitudes, while uppercase letters are standardized
magnitudes; x0 is the zero point for a given filter; x1 is
the extinction coefficient applied to an observation taken
at an airmass X ; and x2 is the color term. In Table 6
we have listed these values for each night of our observa-
tions.
We determined the coefficients of the transformation
equations using Landolt (1992) standards, utilizing the
IRAF/PHOTCAL package. Once these coefficients were
determined, we applied them to the instrumental mag-
nitudes of our program stars to transform them to the
standard system. Multiple observations of the same star
were then averaged together to obtain magnitude, color,
and error values for each star.
Once standard magnitudes and colors were determined
for stars on the clusters images, we constructed CMDs
for each cluster. We present the complete CMDs of the
fields of all four clusters in Figure 1. In each case, the
left panel is the CMD in the B − V color, and the right
panel is the V − I color. Clearly visible in each CMD
is the cluster MS as well as the MSTO and giant stars,
along with an abundance of field stars.
3. FITTING ISOCHRONES
With CMDs of the clusters, we are able to determine
the MSTO age of each. In this section, we apply this
technique in the “classical” way, determining a best-fit
isochrone by eye. These are compared with objective
fits obtained via a Bayesian algorithm in Section 4. For
fitting MS isochrones, we chose to use the Dartmouth
Stellar Evolution Database (Dotter et al. 2008). To cre-
ate the isochrones, we utilized the online form.4 Our
procedure was to fix metallicity, guided by spectroscop-
ically derived [Fe/H] values reported in the literature,
start with a distance modulus and absorption consistent
with values reported in the literature, and then itera-
tively adjust age, (m −M)V and AV , until we achieved
a best fit in both CMDs, as judged by eye.
To alleviate contamination from likely field stars when
fitting isochrones, and thus improve confidence in the
fit to the MSTO, only stars within a certain radius of
the approximate cluster center were used. (This radius
is specified for each cluster in Figure 2.) In the CMDs
4 http://stellar.dartmouth.edu/models/isolf_new.html
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Fig. 1.— The B − V and V − I CMDs for the complete fields around each of the four clusters in this study.
in Figure 2, the black points are within this radius and
the gray points are outside this radius. Although this
method is crude for identifying likely cluster members,
it is an adequate first attempt at cleaning field star con-
tamination and is sufficient for our purposes.
In Figure 2 we display our results of fitting isochrones
to both B−V and V −I CMDs. In each case we have in-
cluded isochrones for three different ages: a best fit along
with two isochrones that bracket the MSTO, giving an
estimate of the uncertainty of the age. Uncertainty in the
fit of the isochrone due to the spread in the MSTO region
can be caused by, e.g., unresolved binaries or photomet-
ric uncertainty. Using this method of fitting isochrones
by eye, the reported age is the middle isochrone (as the
best fit), and the uncertainty is estimated from the upper
and lower isochrones, giving an upper and lower bound
to the age. We do not include a more rigorous error anal-
ysis at this point because our Bayesian method provides
principled error estimates automatically (Section 4). We
have included the best-fit age value for each cluster in
Table 7.
The isochrones shown in Figure 2 were generated us-
ing metallicity values consistent with literature values.
We have also shifted the isochrones appropriately for dis-
TABLE 7
“By-eye” best-fit values of cluster parameters
Cluster Age (Gyr) [Fe/H] (m−M)V AV
NGC 2360 1.4 ± 0.2 −0.20 10.25 0.25
NGC 2477 1.0 ± 0.2 −0.10 11.35 0.75
NGC 2660 1.2 ± 0.2 0.00 13.35 1.05
NGC 3960 1.4 ± 0.2 −0.30 11.80 0.65
Note: The metallicity values used to generate each isochrone
were guided by literature values.
tance and reddening and we present these best-fit values,
including the metallicity used, in Table 7.
One of the severe limitations of this technique is that
one must estimate the best-fit isochrone by simulta-
neously fitting multiple parameters in multiple CMDs.
Very little can be done to robustly determine error val-
ues of the fit, especially in distance and reddening.
4. A BAYESIAN APPROACH
Although the classical technique of determining cluster
ages presented above has been used for decades, modern
computational and statistical techniques allow for more
principled, robust, and reliable fitting. To this end, we
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Fig. 2.— The B − V and V − I CMDs with isochrones overlaid. Gray points represent all stars within the observed field of view and
black points represent those objects within a certain radius from the cluster core, as indicated in the figure. Cluster parameters used for
fitting are listed in Table 7.
have developed a sophisticated software suite to objec-
tively fit models to our data, utilizing Bayesian statistics:
Bayesian Analysis for Stellar Evolution with Nine Pa-
rameters (BASE-9). The BASE-9 source code is freely
available for download on Github,5 or the executables
can be accessed via Amazon Web Services. The use of
BASE-9 is described in detail by von Hippel et al. (2014).
4.1. Overview of the Technique
A more in depth description of the Bayesian technique
(including the explicit mathematical equations for the
likelihood) employed here can be found in previous pa-
pers published by our group (e.g., von Hippel et al. 2006;
DeGennaro et al. 2009; van Dyk et al. 2009; Stein et al.
2013). Briefly, BASE-9 derives posterior distributions
for various cluster and stellar parameters by utilizing
Bayesian analysis methods. Because of the high dimen-
sionality and complex nature of these distributions, we
utilize an adaptive Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
technique to sample the joint posterior distributions of
the different parameters (Stenning et al. 2016). BASE-9
uses the stellar evolution model to generate theoretical
5 https://github.com/argiopetech/base , accessed 2016 May
20
photometry values of cluster stars, and compares them to
the observed photometry, including photometric errors,
to produce the parameter values at each step. Each step
in the MCMC chain consists of a set of cluster param-
eters, namely age, metallicity, distance, and reddening.
The convergent MCMC chain provides a sample from
the posterior distribution of cluster parameters, and can
be used to compute means and intervals as parameter
estimates and uncertainties.
BASE-9 is capable of estimating the posterior proba-
bility distributions for six cluster-wide parameters, and
three individual stellar properties (nine total). The clus-
ter properties are age, metallicity, distance modulus,
line-of-sight absorption (AV ), helium abundance, and
the initial-final mass relation (IFMR); individual stel-
lar properties that can be estimated are primary mass,
and the ratio of secondary to primary mass (if a binary
system). The model also accounts for field star contam-
ination, and we can use that to compute the probability
that a given star is a cluster member. In our current anal-
ysis we only analyze four cluster-wide parameters (age,
metallicity, distance modulus, and absorption). We treat
helium abundance and IFMR as fixed quantities, and
marginalize over stellar masses. We assign each star the
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same prior membership probability, and in each step of
the MCMC chain marginalize over cluster membership
status.
A detailed description of the field star modeling pro-
cess can be found in Stein et al. (2013). To summa-
rize, for each star we introduce an additional indicator
variable, Zj , that is equal to one if star j is a clus-
ter star and is equal to zero otherwise. This allows us
to specify separate statistical models for the observed
photometric magnitudes of cluster stars versus those of
field stars. We use a Gaussian model for the photomet-
ric magnitudes of cluster stars, with known (indepen-
dent) measurement errors contained in the (diagonal)
variance-covariance matrix. For field stars, we use a sim-
ple model whereby the magnitudes are assumed to be
uniformly distributed over the range of the data; this
simple model is adequate for identifying field stars (see
Stenning et. al 2016 for a simulation study). The fi-
nal statistical model for a star can then be expressed as
Zj× [Cluster Star Model]+(1−Zj)× [Field Star Model].
Such models are known as finite mixture distributions,
and represent the fact that the observed data contains a
mixture of two subgroups: cluster stars and field stars.
A key advantage is that we do not have to specify a pri-
ori which stars are cluster members and which are field
stars.
One of the advantages of a Bayesian analysis is that
it offers a principled method for combining information
from multiple sources in a single coherent analysis. Typi-
cally, information external to the current data is summa-
rized in the prior distribution and when combined with
information in the data yields the posterior distribution.
Thus, the posterior is a complete statistical summary
of information from both sources for the parameters and
can be used to derive parameter estimates and error bars.
The precision of the parameters discussed in the fol-
lowing sections is internal precision, rather than external
accuracy. Our technique objectively determines the pos-
terior distribution of model parameters fit to the data,
with the center of that distribution representing some-
thing like a best fit; it cannot assess the physical accuracy
of the model itself.
We again use the MS evolution timescale models of
Dotter et al. (2008). We note that other model sets can
be employed within BASE-9 as well.
4.2. Input Data
In preparation for running our cluster data through
BASE-9, we first culled the complete photometry list to
include only stars with magnitude and color errors less
than 0.1 mag. Additionally, to alleviate confusion caused
by the high number of field stars, we have excluded stars
that are further than a particular radius from the ap-
proximate cluster center. (We use the same radii as pre-
viously discussed; see Figure 2.) We display in Figure 3
the B−V and V − I CMDs for the stars included in the
Bayesian analyses.
The horizontal dashed lines in Figure 3 indicate the im-
posed V magnitude cutoff for each cluster. Stars fainter
than the cutoff were excluded from our analysis. Our
primary motivation for doing this is to avoid fitting the
lower MS. While models tend to fit the upper MS well,
most do a poor job at fitting the lower MS. Limitations
of the isochrones affect the fitted results, as BASE-9 can-
TABLE 8
Prior distributions used for each cluster
Cluster [Fe/H] (m−M)V AV
NGC 2360 0.00 ±0.15 10.50 ±0.15 0.25 ±0.04
NGC 2477 −0.10 ±0.10 11.50 ±0.10 0.85 ±0.10
NGC 2660 −0.20 ±0.40 13.50 ±0.20 1.23 ±0.06
NGC 3960 −0.15 ±0.15 11.90 ±0.25 0.91 ±0.03
TABLE 9
Starting values for BASE-9 convergence tests
Cluster
(log(Age)) Set # [Fe/H] (m−M)V AV
NGC 2360 1 0.0 10.50 0.25
(9.0, 9.1, 9.2) 2 −0.1 10.35 0.20
3 −0.2 10.70 0.30
4 +0.1 10.40 0.20
NGC 2477 1 0.0 11.45 0.90
(9.0, 9.1, 9.2) 2 −0.1 11.50 0.70
3 −0.2 11.60 0.80
4 +0.1 11.40 0.60
NGC 2660 1 −0.2 13.50 1.20
(9.1, 9.2, 9.3) 2 −0.1 13.00 1.20
3 −0.05 13.90 1.30
4 0.0 13.50 1.10
NGC 3960 1 −0.15 11.90 0.91
(8.9, 9.0, 9.1) 2 −0.1 12.00 0.95
3 −0.2 11.75 0.80
4 0.0 12.10 0.75
not assess the physical reliability of the model (this spe-
cific issue was explored extensively by DeGennaro et al.
2009). This V magnitude cutoff was chosen to be approx-
imately 3 magnitudes below the turnoff of each cluster.
This choice was guided by results from DeGennaro et al.
(2009).
The Bayesian technique requires prior distributions for
all parameters. Prior distributions on metallicity, dis-
tance modulus, and reddening were assumed to be Gaus-
sian (see Table 8), and were determined using the mean
and standard deviation of literature values (see Tables 1
- 4). The prior distribution on reddening is truncated at
zero because AV is always positive. We used an unin-
formative prior for cluster age that was flat in log(age),
truncated to the realistic range of 0.25 Gyr to 15 Gyr.
We ran BASE-9 on each cluster a total of twelve times,
each time running the chain for 26,000 steps. For each
cluster, the 12 runs were divided into 4 sets of 3 runs:
each set used a particular set of starting values for metal-
licity, distance, and reddening, and 1 of 3 different age
starting values. We list these starting values for each
cluster in Table 9. Changing the starting values allowed
us to test the robustness of our algorithm in determin-
ing a consistent posterior distribution, regardless of the
starting value of the MCMC chain.
5. RESULTS
In this section we discuss several aspects of our results.
We first examine the effects of the starting value of the
MCMC chain on the final posterior distribution. We then
report our final, best-fit values for the cluster-wide pa-
rameters, as well as assess the BASE-9 fit by generating
isochrones with the best-fit cluster parameters and plot
these on the cluster CMDs. We also explore the effect
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Fig. 3.— The B − V and V − I CMDs of the data that were input to BASE-9. The horizontal dashed line for each cluster indicates the
cutoff value, below which stars were not included in the analysis.
of the prior distribution on our results, and then discuss
asymmetric posterior distributions. Finally, we comment
on the advantages of using BASE-9 for fitting cluster
CMDs over traditional by-eye fitting methods, such as
we presented in Section 3.
5.1. Starting Values
For each cluster we did multiple runs and for each
run we start the MCMC chain in a different location
of parameter space, some of which are statistically dis-
tant from the target posterior distribution. If the chains
return to the same distribution after a sufficiently long
run, we conclude that the results are insensitive to our
choice of starting value (this is based on the convergence
diagnostic for MCMC chains based on multiple runs, as
described by Gelman & Rubin 1992). Thus, consistent
results for all starting values is evidence that the MCMC
technique is efficiently sampling the target posterior dis-
tribution. We perform these convergence tests in two
ways: first, changing the starting value of age while us-
ing the same starting values of metallicity, distance, and
reddening; and second, by varying the starting values of
metallicity, distance, and reddening.
We use the case of NGC 2360 to illustrate these re-
sults (Figure 4). In the left panel of Figure 4 we plot the
posterior distributions (as histograms) of the four clus-
ter parameters recovered by the three runs of Set #1 for
NGC 2360 (see Table 9). Each run is represented by a
different line style. As can be seen in this figure, despite
different starting values of age, BASE-9 determined con-
sistent solutions for each of the four cluster parameters.
In the right side of Figure 4 we plot the posterior dis-
tributions for the four cluster parameters for each of the
four sets for NGC 2360 (Table 9), again using a different
line style to represent each set. Again, BASE-9 consis-
tently found the same posterior distributions. Results of
this test were the same among all sets for each of the
clusters. From these convergence tests, we conclude that
the Bayesian technique is robust in finding the poste-
rior distributions, regardless of the starting value of age,
metallicity, distance, or reddening.
5.2. Best-fit Cluster Parameters
Given that our sample of the posterior distribution is
independent of starting values, we combine all 12 MCMC
chains for each cluster into a single posterior distribution
for each cluster-wide parameter. We present these full
posterior distributions for each cluster in Figure 5.
The best summary of our analysis are the complete
posterior distributions. Yet, for simplicity, we report the
mean and standard deviation of the combined MCMC
chains in Table 10. Again, we emphasize that the preci-
sion reported here is internal precision.
Although NGC 2477 and NGC 3960 have been shown
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Fig. 4.— Left: Posterior distributions of the three runs of Set # 1 for NGC 2360. Different runs are represented by different line
styles. The same starting values for metallicity, distance, and reddening are used, but different starting values on age. Right: Posterior
distributions for the four sets of starting values for NGC 2360. All runs for a given set were combined for comparison. Each set is indicated
with a different line style. Despite different starting values on all cluster parameters, BASE-9 consistently recovered the same posterior
distribution, demonstrating the robustness of the technique to starting values.
TABLE 10
Summary statistics of cluster parameters
Cluster log(Age) Age (Gyr) [Fe/H] (m−M)V AV
NGC 2360 9.129 ± 0.012 1.35 ± 0.04 −0.27 ± 0.05 10.12 ± 0.05 0.32 ± 0.03
NGC 2477 9.008 ± 0.008 1.02 ± 0.02 −0.24 ± 0.04 11.35 ± 0.03 0.85 ± 0.03
NGC 2660 9.216 ± 0.012 1.64 ± 0.04 −0.14 ± 0.04 12.97 ± 0.04 0.92 ± 0.02
NGC 3960 8.935 ± 0.021 0.860 ± 0.04 −0.22 ± 0.04 12.47 ± 0.07 0.91 ± 0.03
to exhibit differential reddening (Hartwick et al. 1972;
Bragaglia et al. 2006), our algorithm does not currently
incorporate differential reddening. The small σ values on
AV should not be taken to imply that the clusters do not
exhibit differential reddening.
Using these best-fit cluster parameters, we generated
isochrones to compare with the photometry. Doing so
reinforces our confidence in the fit determined by BASE-
9. In Figure 6 we present the CMDs with these BASE-9
determined isochrones. We retain the dashed horizontal
line as a reminder of the magnitude limit employed by
BASE-9. We note the excellent fit in every case.
5.3. Dependence on Prior Distributions
To investigate the dependence of our results on the
prior distributions, we performed the following sensitiv-
ity tests. After obtaining the results discussed above, we
again ran Set #1 (see Table 9) for each cluster four times
with the following changes: (i) we doubled the prior σ
value on metallicity, leaving the other σ values equal to
the values in Table 8; (ii) we doubled the prior σ value
on distance modulus, leaving the other σ values equal to
the values in Table 8; (iii) we doubled the prior σ value
on reddening, leaving the other σ values equal to the val-
ues in Table 8; and (iv) we doubled the prior σ values on
metallicity, distance, and reddening. In every case the
prior distribution on log(age) remained flat, as before.
In all cases, results were similar to those discussed in
the previous sections. Using NGC 2360 as an illustrative
case, in Table 11 we summarize the mean and standard
deviation of each of the posterior distributions of the four
runs described here, along with the original results of
Set #1 (using the original prior distributions listed in
Table 8) for comparison. As can be seen in this table,
changing prior distributions caused most of the posterior
distributions to shift less than one standard deviation
from that of the original run. Results were similar for
the other three clusters.
From this we conclude that for these clusters and these
data, sensible and even conservative variations on the
prior distributions do not meaningfully influence the re-
sults. This increases our confidence in the posterior dis-
tributions obtained in Section 5.2, especially for age, the
parameter in which we are most interested. We note
that changing the prior distribution on distance had the
most notable effect on age; this sort of dependence will
be mitigated when data that provides higher precision in
the distances of clusters are available from Gaia.
5.4. Complex Posterior Distributions
One of the advantages of using a disciplined Bayesian
method is the recovery of posterior distributions that
may be asymmetric or even multi-modal. These types
of distributions can lead to an increased understanding
in, e.g., how individual stars can drive the solution. To
illustrate this, we explore the bimodal posterior distribu-
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Fig. 5.— All posterior distributions for all parameters of each cluster. The means and standard deviations of these distributions are
listed in Table 10. Some distributions are noticeably asymmetric (e.g., [Fe/H] in NGC 2660) and others are bimodal (e.g., log(age) in NGC
3960).
TABLE 11
Prior Dependence Test Results for NGC 2360
Run log(Age) [Fe/H] (m −M)V AV
Original 9.129 ± 0.012 −0.27 ± 0.05 10.12 ± 0.05 0.32 ± 0.03
σ[Fe/H] × 2 9.130 ± 0.012 −0.29 ± 0.05 10.12 ± 0.05 0.33 ± 0.03
σ(m−M)V × 2 9.135 ± 0.012 −0.27 ± 0.04 10.09 ± 0.05 0.31 ± 0.03
σAV × 2 9.125 ± 0.012 −0.32 ± 0.05 10.15 ± 0.05 0.36 ± 0.04
all σ × 2 9.132 ± 0.012 −0.35 ± 0.05 10.12 ± 0.05 0.37 ± 0.04
tion of the age of NGC 3960 (see the lower right panels
of Figure 5).
First, we did a cut of the MCMC result of age to sepa-
rate the two modes, as we show in Figure 7. In this figure,
we plot the complete posterior distributions (from Figure
5) in gray, the draws from the left mode with the dotted
line and the draws from the right mode with the dashed
lines. In the remaining three panels we plot metallicity,
distance, and reddening, and we see that these draws
separate from each other, e.g., also explaining the bi-
modality of the posterior distribution of distance. Based
on these distributions, we were able to produce and com-
pare isochrones generated with the means of each distri-
bution and compare their fits.
In the left panel of Figure 8 we overplot these two
isochrones on the B − V CMD of NGC 3960. As be-
fore, the dotted line represents the isochrone produced
using mean values from the draws from the left mode
of the age distribution, while the dashed line uses mean
values for the right mode. The isochrone fits are very
close but a small visible difference can be seen in the red
giant branch. The gray box on the full CMD shows the
region that is zoomed in the lower right panel of Figure
8. In the zoomed CMD, the gray stars are those that
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Fig. 6.— CMDs of each cluster with isochrones generated using the best-fit parameters (Table 10), as found by BASE-9. Only photometry
used by BASE-9 are plotted.
were consistently rejected as field stars by BASE-9. We
investigated the effect of the four labeled stars (384, 487,
531, and 695) on the solution.
We first re-ran the cluster using BASE-9, but this time
we remove star 695 completely and set the prior proba-
bility of cluster membership of stars 384, 487, and 531
to 1.0. This forces those stars to be cluster members
by not allowing BASE-9 to consider the possibility that
they may be field stars. We then ran BASE-9 again, this
time setting the prior probability of cluster membership
of star 695 to 1.0 and removing stars 384, 487, and 531.
The posterior distributions resulting from these tests
are shown in the upper right panel of Figure 8. The solid
gray line shows the original age distribution for NGC
3960, with the other distributions overplotted and re-
scaled arbitrarily for comparison. Based on these plots,
the explanation for the bimodal age distribution is clear.
BASE-9 identifies two possibilities for Stars 384, 487,
531, and 695: either star 695 is a cluster star and the
others are not, or stars 384, 487, and 531 are cluster stars
and star 695 is not. The first possibility corresponds to
the left mode in the age distribution and the second pos-
sibility corresponds to the right mode. Looking at the
zoomed CMD (bottom right panel) this is not surpris-
ing, as these stars straddle the isochrones, corresponding
to the left and right modes.
This test demonstrates the power of BASE-9 in isolat-
ing and understanding the role individual stars on the
CMD can play, and understanding non-Gaussian distri-
butions. We note that because the peaks of the two
modes of the age distribution of NGC 3960 are within
one standard deviation of the average of the total distri-
bution (see Table 10), we retain the estimates and errors
we previously reported for this cluster.
5.5. BASE-9 vs. Traditional Fitting
In Section 3 we employed the long-used, eye-based
technique of fitting isochrones to cluster CMDs to obtain
ages, as well as other cluster-wide parameters. Perform-
ing a best fit by eye can be difficult, as the effects of some
parameters can mimic others in the CMDs. As can be
seen from Figure 2, the fits look good, but at times the
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Fig. 7.— Original distributions for NGC 3960 (solid gray); a hard cut was done to separate the two modes in the age distribution–
represented as the dashed and dotted lines. The draws from each part of the distribution are then plotted using the same line style for
metallicity, distance, and reddening. Note that this also reproduces the bimodal distribution on the distance modulus. For comparison,
isochrones were produced using the averages of each of the two distributions for each parameter (see Figure 8).
crudeness of the technique limits confidence that the fits
are optimum.
The by-eye technique is further complicated when pho-
tometry in multiple filters is available. The data used
here are photometry in three filters (BV I), meaning we
could have three possible CMDs for each cluster (i.e., V
vs. B − V , V − I, or B − I; more CMDs are possible by
also varying the color on the vertical axis). We want to
optimize over all of the CMDs. Plotted CMDs are, in re-
ality, two-dimensional (2D) projections of what is really a
higher dimensional diagram; various structures may not
be apparent in these 2D projections. With BASE-9 we
simultaneously fit isochrones to photometry in all avail-
able filters, and these challenges disappear. The specific
issue of fitting isochrones to a variety of filter combina-
tions with BASE-9 has been explored in detail by Hills et
al. (2015). They found that limitations in stellar models
create systematic differences among some filter combi-
nations, and find a general preference for the fits that
involve more filters.
The ages we determined using BASE-9 for NGC 2360
and NGC 2477 are within the uncertainty of the ages
found using the by-eye technique (Table 10). For NGC
2660 and NGC 3960, the ages determined by BASE-9
are higher and lower (respectively) than those found us-
ing by-eye isochrone fitting, but fall among values found
by previous authors (Tables 3 and 4). Reasons for this
discrepancy could include the difficulty encountered in
fitting isochrones due to the abundance of field stars (of
which these two clusters suffer frommore than NGC 2360
or NGC 2477), or uncertainty in metallicity, distance, or
reddening. In all cases, the error bars on age found us-
ing the Bayesian technique are considerably smaller, by
an order of magnitude. More importantly, however, the
most probable fit was determined in an objective and
statistically robust way.
6. CONCLUSION
We have employed a powerful software suite, BASE-9,
to determine the best-fit isochrones for four intermediate-
age open clusters: NGC 2360, NGC 2477, NGC 2660,
and NGC 3960. Our primary interest is in high-precision
cluster ages, which we determine to be 1.35 ± 0.05, 1.02
± 0.02, 1.64 ± 0.04, and 0.860 ± 0.04 Gyr, respectively.
This precision in age ranges from as little as 2% to <
5% uncertainty. This approaches a new level in high-
precision stellar cluster ages.
Although by-eye methods can be used to approximate
the best-fit values, they cannot achieve the high preci-
sion of principled Bayesian methods. Given the expense
of quality modern data, it is important to use a robust
statistical approach that maximally leverages these valu-
able data.
We emphasize the importance of such an objective
technique as a way to determine higher precision ages
and cluster properties, making better use of and provid-
ing useful feedback for stellar evolution models.
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